NTV
DOCUMENTARY
NTV factual series have a special way
of investigating hot topics from multiple
standpoints. All our documentaries reveal
something new and unknown to the world.
Many feature live interviews with international
experts and go straight to the sources making
dramatic, even if counter-intuitive conclusions.
NTV journalists are not afraid of controversy
and conflict. Our top-tier programming includes
natural history, reality, lifestyle, formats,
investigative series and one-offs.

UNIQUE AND DARING LOOK
AT THE WORLD AROUND US
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NATURE, HISTORY, RELIGION,
FOLK STORIES, MEN OVERCOMING
HARSH CONDITIONS, ORIGINAL
ANGLE

THE MIRACLE OF HOLY FIRE

LIVE BROADCAST

90-100’ 2004-2019

OLD MAN, PIKH-PIKH AND THE SEA

44’ 2016

Unique product from NTV – annual live broadcast of the pivotal Orthodox rite with multi-

One-of-a-kind dive into Chukotka people’s lives, customs, and history. This is the land

camera set up. Ancient, sacred and inspiring spectacle, gathering millions of believers

where summer temperatures rarely go above 8 degrees, kids learn how to hunt using

in front of their screens. The Miracle of Holy Fire occurs every year at the Church of the

a spear, and people are fearless and brave in the face of the whale, polar bear, and

Holy Sepulchre in Jerusalem on Great Saturday, the day preceding Orthodox Easter.

freezing waters.

Tens of thousands of believers gather in and near the church to light their candles
and lanterns from the Holy Fire. For 15 years straight, NTV Channel handled the live

This film is part of NTV-VISION series that has over 100 episodes dedicated to different

broadcast of the ceremony. Renowned priests and theologists comment the event while

topics, including nature, history, etc.

the channel’s special correspondent reports live from the church. The live broadcast is
complemented with pre-recorded stories on Orthodox Christianity.
11-YEAR AVERAGE SHARE 17%
UNIQUE MULTI-CAMERA SET UP
LICENSED BY UKRANIAN AND BULGARIAN TV CHANNELS

CONQUERING THE ARCTIC: MISSIONS IMPOSSIBLE

4×52’ 2019

LONGEVITY POLE

45’ 2017

The NTV’s newest 4-part documentary project by Elizaveta Listova focuses on the most

Who doesn’t want to live forever or at least for 100+ years? But how do we make

significant yet unknown events from the Soviet history in the Arctic. The first flight

this dream come true? To answer the question, the filmmakers went to the town of

over the North Pole, Papanin’s crew dramatic survival on the drifting ice, the world’s

Oymyakon in the Sakha Republic near the North Pole — the coldest place in the Northern

biggest bomb testing – these, and many other courageous stories that surround the

Hemisphere. Oymyakon is also the pole of longevity. Many generations of Oymyakon

establishment of the Northern Sea Route unfold, episode after episode, in this unique

residents have effortlessly lived to be over 100. How is that possible? Is it the extremely

documentary.

rigorous climate or the purely organic diet? Or perhaps, the fact that for centuries,
Oymyakon people have been isolated with barely any contacts with the outside world?

BEST DOCUMENTARY SERIES NOMINEE ON TBI CONTENT INNOVATION AWARD

What can we learn from those mysterious centenarians?

GLOBAL BACKSTAGE

7×44’ 2016-2017
The big budget original series digs deep into the most burning issues that concern everyone,
such as our chase for an ideal beauty or global consequences of the climate change. Many

SCIENTIFIC INVESTIGATIONS,
MYTH BUSTERS, CONSPIRACIES
EXPOSURE

original new facts, interviews with experts, and thorough research fuel up the controversy and
drama in this great investigative project.

BEAUTY

44’ 2017

The mankind goes to a great length in its eternal pursuit of youth and beauty. Experts
talk about who and how manipulates the public to make it chase the beauty dream.
What is behind the curtains of global beauty industry? How effective are all those
creams, masks, injections, and surgeries? Is the chase worth the pain?

SCIENTIFIC INVESTIGATIONS BY SERGEI MALOZEMOV

7×48’ 2016-2017

This is a series of thrilling documentaries about fundamental issues affecting our wellbeing.
Created by Sergey Malozemov, a journalist with a medical degree, the films reveal previously
unknown sides of the most burning issues — the dangers of obesity, salt and sugar
consumption, GMO foods, the immortality dream. Each series takes viewers to different

OTHER EPISODES COVER TOPICS SUCH AS ANTI-HEALTH PILLS, CULTS,
SECRET SOCIETIES, BIG BROTHER, AND INFECTIONS.

places and reveals mind-blowing facts about the issues that worry most of us. Thorough
investigations of the topics, supported by expert opinions, research results, and live
experiments will keep the audience glued to their screens and craving more.

WORLD WAR II. GREAT PATRIOTIC WAR

6×50’ 2015-2016

Daring and thorough investigations into the unknown sides of WWII. From assassination

ANTI-FAT VACCINE

48’ 2016

attempts on Allies’ leaders to money laundering and invisible underground military
factories and tunnels – 6 episodes packed with astonishing new findings supported by
international historians from all WWII countries.

This one is very dramatic and engaging. It packs a thorough investigation of diets,
trends and fads, scientific analysis of pills, supplements, and other methods that claim
slimming effects, plus real testing of different weight loss strategies and review of
French and Japanese cultures that are known for the low obesity levels. International
experts from France, Japan, US, UK, and Germany speak up about what works and what
doesn’t for people who want to lose weight.

WWII LEADERS

50’

2016

Investigation on WWII leaders’ assassination attempts, personal bunkers for Stalin,
Hitler, Mussolini, Churchill, Roosevelt. Secret underground passages, armored trains
and cars, using doubles for safety reasons, unknown mysteries and newly discovered
facts from archives. International historians from Germany, US, Italy, UK, and Russia talk
about WWII leaders’ lives during the war and security protocols. Teheran-43 – historians
discuss the assassination plot, whether it was a real thing or misinformation from USSR,
Mussolini’s jail break, etc.

OTHER TOPICS COVERED INCLUDE SALT AND SUGAR, COLD, TECHNOLOGY
OF IMMORTALITY, GMO, ALCOHOLISM GENE, AND KILLING CITY

OTHER EPISODES TALK ABOUT MONEY MATTERS, BORMAN’S SECRETS,
BERLIN, STEALING FROM STALIN, AND THE MYTH

THE GEORGIAN WAR – TRUTH OR DARE?

1×50’ 2018

Same news is portrayed totally differently when it comes to Georgian-Ossetian conflict
in August 2008. The information war started even before the rockets hit the ground in
Tskhinvali. The word has been divided into ‘us’ and ‘them’. And even though international

CURRENT AFFAIRS, MODERN
CONFLICTS, UNIQUE FACTS

experts agreed that it was Georgia who started the war, Western countries can’t
shake the prejudice and look at the events of 2008 through a more objective lens. NTV
journalist Sergei Kholoshevsky attempts to change that and takes a deep dive into the
reasons and facts of the Georgia-Ossetia war. He talks to civilians who lived through
that war and to military and state officials who were in the middle of the fight. He asks
tough questions and gets answers that shed a new light on the August 2008. But do you
really want to know it?

TOP SECRET VEHICLE

1×35’ 2018

DOPING WADAMETER

2×46’ 2016

The most mysterious new limousine in Russian history – AURUS – has been designed and

The notorious World Anti-Doping Agency (WADA) was created in 1999 and it changed

made recently for the Passenger # 1, Russian President Vladimir Putin. The history of

everything in the world of global sports. WADA is allegedly independent, so why is it used

creating this unique machine unfolds in this fascinating documentary, revealing to the

to put pressure on certain countries? “Russia is the main doping center of our time,”

viewers the ‘never-heard-before’ facts about the car, its engine, crash test results, and

they keep saying. However, the documents published by WADA itself are not conclusive:

polygon tests. Truly one of a kind documentary about the mystery car and its passenger

Russia is only 52nd in the world “doping rating.” So, what’s the deal? Is the main goal of

that the world is so curious to hear…

WADA to fight against the doping regulations offenders or to give Russian sports a bad
name? Who actually manages all these actions?

BURIED IN BAGHDAD

1×35’ 2018

CHILDHOOD’S END

1×44’ 2017

News from Iraq no longer dominate the headlines. The voices of those who lived through

According to the official statistics, just over 700 teenagers in Russia had committed

the war and witnessed the Saddam Hussein’s execution have never been heard. This

suicide last year but the unofficial numbers are much more terrifying… These were

insightful documentary tells the tale of the country torn apart by powerful hegemonies

normal kids, from ordinary families and the only thing they had in common was the use

that claimed to have the true cause but were never able to prove it. The film tackles

of social networks… They escaped there seeking a sense of belonging, but instead they

some of the toughest stories from the streets of Baghdad, investigating many burning

ended up killing themselves. Why?! The film investigates the reasons and the secret

issues from the ineptness of the new regime to establish a true order to chilling details

online communities that could have pushed teenagers to such tragic end. Was it their

of Saddam Hussein last minutes. The interview with his executioner is the most unique

own decision or were they brainwashed and manipulated?

part of the film. The man has never revealed himself or spoken to the journalists before.
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